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Abstract: Drawing on ethnographic fieldwork, this essay examines how the local Jehovah’s Witnesses’
response to the current ecological crisis on the Galápagos Islands has produced a distinct form of
religious environmentalism. Specifically, I argue that the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ vision of the ultimate
future informs action rather than despair—contrary to what is often assumed about millenarian
beliefs. This essay joins voices in Christian feminist and eco-theology interested in reclaiming
eschatology for its imaginative valence. Yet, unlike invocations for hope that lack consideration of
their viability, my ethnographic approach contributes to this literature with a view of the practical
reverberations of eschatology. Further, current discussions about ecological unraveling, often couched
around the concept of the Anthropocene, have reinforced expert-driven, techno-scientific measures
that exclude other forms of knowledge production and practical interventions. If such worries
continue to motivate a paradigm of conservation that exclude locals, my essay shows how the local
Jehovah’s Witnesses promote a valuable alternative form of environmentalism, on the Galápagos
and elsewhere.
Keywords: eco-theology; endemic plants; invasive species; urbanization; the Anthropocene;
conservation; environmental anthropology; the Galápagos Islands; Ecuador

1. Introduction: The Fate and Faith of the World
Since the 1990s, the field of religion and ecology has investigated the role of religion in shaping
people’s relationship with the environment and, with increasing urgency, their understanding of
and responses to the global environmental crisis. Within this field, claims that religions can produce
stewardship to better address climate change have multiplied over the years (Grim and Tucker 2014;
Jenkins 2013; Mickey 2015; Palmer and Finlay 2003)—but so, too, have critiques. I group these
critiques under three broad categories and illustrate each with a case study. First, environmentally
friendly doctrines often coexist with contrasting messages within the same religion. In her analysis
of climate change denial in the United States, Marisa Ronan argues that dominionism, the precept
of humanity’s duty to “fill and subdue the earth,” has rendered many US evangelical congregations
refractory to calls for environmental awareness, even those originating within evangelical groups
(Ronan 2017). Second, scholars have pointed to the uncritical, ahistorical nature of the claim about
religion’s capacity for environmentalism. Notermans, Nugteren, and Sunny, by demonstrating how
Hindu rituals promote the destruction of “sacred groves” in the district of Kerala, India, call for situated
claims and caution against abstract invocations of religion’s role in informing environmentalism
(Notermans et al. 2016). Third, while many religions may give normative value to protecting the
environment, their rituals and doctrines are seldom in close dialogue with natural events and processes
unfolding on the Earth. Reflecting critically on Catholicism’s indifference to this world, Thomas
Berry argues that a transcendental God has unintentionally resulted in desacralizing the world, while
the belief in redemption has exempted believers from assuming full responsibility for their actions
(Appolloni 2015).
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The last argument (on the sacred indifference towards the secular) has only gathered force with
the planet’s current ecological unraveling. Growing evidence in climatology, geology, biology, and
archeology suggests that humans have ushered the Earth into a new era, the Anthropocene, the first to
be defined by the human footprint (Ceballos et al. 2015; Head 2014; Waters et al. 2016). Interpretations
of its beginning vary widely, spanning from the human mastery of fire 400,000 years ago to the
Holocene 10,000 years ago, to the Industrial Revolution in modern times and to the explosion of
nuclear bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki at the end of the Second World War. Contrary to the
uncertainty about the Anthropocene’s inception, the dramatic J-shaped spike in resource extraction
and anthropogenic environmental degradation during the last fifty years, what scholars call the “Great
Acceleration,” has called concerted attention to—and caused trepidation about—the future of the Earth
and humanity (Steffen et al. 2015). Calls for human planetary stewardship to redress this catastrophic
course have made their forceful appearance among natural scientists (Steffen et al. 2007). However,
with the proliferation of scientific models of the Earth’s periled future in public and academic discourse,
both scientific and religious debates have often renewed a sense of crisis and adopted an apocalyptic
tone (Hulme 2009; Webster 2013). Such a tone, scholars have argued, has reinforced a religious sense
of detachment from earthly matters (Barker and Bearce 2013).
These discussions advance a new articulation of the well-established claim among scholars
of millenarian denominations, which has long contended—well before the advent of the
‘Anthropocene’—that the belief of the end of the world produces resignation and indifference about
the state of the world (Johns 2016; Maier 2010). This article tries to complicate this understanding.
I conducted over two years of ethnographic fieldwork on emerging forms of environmentalism in the
face of ecological degradation on the Galápagos Islands, Ecuador. One of the twenty-four provinces of
Ecuador, the Galápagos Islands consist of thirteen major islands (greater than 10 km2 ), six small islands
(less than 10 km2 ), and over one hundred rocks and islets. My broader research studies how a variety
of social actors on the islands cares for species and landscapes that are almost exclusively controlled
by the Galápagos National Park. Here, I question the pervasive scholarly understanding that today’s
environmental unraveling justifies, or even engenders, cynicism towards the Earth by presenting
a type of incipient environmental care that is religiously motivated. This essay revolves around a
member, Celia, who sells endemic plants that she rescues from urban construction sites. Through her
story, I argue that, on the Galápagos, the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ religiosity has inspired a vibrant form of
environmentalism. To be sure, Celia’s case does not reflect the Jehovah’s Witnesses official doctrine
nor the sensibility of all members of this denomination on the islands, let alone elsewhere.1 However,
it illustrates a form of environmentalism that I have found among several Jehovah’s Witnesses because
of their religious convictions. In the conclusion, I take this form of care as an inspiration to rethink
dominant scholarly analyses on the relationship between religion and the environment in a time
of crisis.
Detailing Celia’s environmental concerns and her attempts to remediate, I demonstrate that
the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ vision of the ultimate future has the capacity to inform action rather than
despair—contrary to what is often assumed about millenarian beliefs. If Christian theology has long
drawn on the end of the world to cast dark futures, and if feminist and eco-theology have argued
instead for eschatological hope (for nonetheless unspecified future scenarios), I show eschatology
for its present affordances and capacities. Further, I highlight the significance of Celia’s work as a
mode of coexistence with other species that is an alternative to conservation. Political ecologists,
geographers, and anthropologists are showing how appropriation of resources and land to the
detriment of local people in the Global South is increasingly motivated by not only economic reasons
(such as agribusiness), but also environmental ones—thus giving rise to forms of so-called “green grabs”
(Fairhead et al. 2012). On the Galápagos, this approach has manifested itself with the establishment of

1

To the author’s knowledge, there is no literature on forms of environmentalism among Jehovah’s Witnesses.
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the Galápagos National Park in 1959, which covers almost 97% of the islands and relegates the islands
residents outside the park’s borders, in the remaining 3%. In the past decades, the alliance between
local conservation institutions and international environmental agencies has further consolidated,
resulting in a sustained marginalization of locals’ voices (Parque Nacional Galápagos 2014). As evident
on the Galápagos and in other protected areas, however, the power of conservation rests not only on
resource or land appropriation, but also on forms of environmental governance that rely exclusively
on experts and techno-scientific interventions, while marginalizing the needs and knowledge of local
inhabitants (Crist 2013). Concerns about the environment in the time of the Anthropocene, which
on the Galápagos motivate policies focused on protecting endemic species from the looming threat
of extinction, have furthered increased the divide between locals and conservationists (Bocci 2017).
In contrast, Celia and her friends bring native plants to a community that is otherwise removed from
the local flora and the islands’ environment in general. They thereby challenge the separation of nature
and culture that Anthropocene discourse (and the conservation measures that address it) at once
challenges and, in its renewed focus on the human, reinstates (Haraway 2015). Although unofficial,
the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ form of religious environmentalism I describe below offers a novel approach
to modes of “saving nature” of salient importance, showing how the faith and fate of the world are
indissolubly entwined.
A final note about methodology: during my fieldwork, I quickly realized the intimate nature
of a set of beliefs cultivated in practices rather than proclaimed in sermons. Opting for positivist
methodologies in social science research such as distributing surveys, leading group discussions,
or conducting interviews would have likely silenced beliefs and practices among people with very
limited social capital on the islands. Given these considerations, I decided instead to share time with
Jehovah’s Witness members, to listen to their concerns, and to let discussions about theology and
environmentalism emerge organically, that is, in the daily life and thanks to a mutual feeling of trust
we were able to establish over time.
2. Toward the Paradise (on a Construction Site)
Heading to the outskirts of sprawling Puerto Ayora, the only city on the Galápagos Islands, to a
denuded area soon to become a new neighborhood, Celia was, in fact, going to work. The municipality
had recently swapped land with the bordering national park, ceding rocky coastal terrains in exchange
for an area north of the city’s current limit. I accompanied Celia to the new site on the back of a
motorcycle that she drove confidently along the new dirt roads, anticipating bumps and avoiding pits.
Her goal was to save endemic plants from their inevitable death when the digging of foundations,
the erection of houses, the installation of the electric and water grids, and the paving of roads
commenced. Later, she would use those plants to arrange endemic gardens outside hotels or
state institutions.
The landscape looked desolate. Large lots lay cleared, and piles of earth accumulated at the
intersections of gravel roads. In the process, construction workers had leveled much of the vegetation,
including rare plant species. The same fate awaited the remaining vegetation. Although depressing,
for Celia it was not surprising. She had lived on the Galápagos Islands for three decades and witnessed
the dramatic increase in urbanization over time. Once an exclusive tourist destination for a few
private yachts, the Galápagos began at the beginning of the 1990s to attract more tourists and, in turn,
mainland Ecuadorians seeking work. Celia and her family were among those migrants. Since then,
the number of Galápagos residents has grown from around 9000 in the 1980s to around 30,000 today.
The expansion of Puerto Ayora, which we had just left, was a prominent sign of the growth in tourism
and the human population. Roaring in the background with traffic and construction noise, the city
looked like a sea whose edge was swelling and growing, preparing to roll forward another wave of
construction on the future neighborhood north of the bay, where we were standing (see Figure 1).
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Celia told me with a sardonic smile that, once past the initial discomfort, the cacti’s spines would
eventually stop hurting me and start talking to me. Luisa, perhaps not new to the joke, simply looked
at her punctured and seemingly permanently swollen hands and prepared to work.
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Minuscule in size relative to the world, the Galápagos nevertheless enjoy a special significance
(Latorre 1999).
for natural sciences, conservation, and tourism across the globe because of their unique species.
Minuscule in size relative to the world, the Galápagos nevertheless enjoy a special significance for
Further, Darwin’s visit and its relevance in his later elaboration of the theory of evolution (Sulloway

natural sciences, conservation, and tourism across the globe because of their unique species. Further,
Darwin’s visit and its relevance in his later elaboration of the theory of evolution (Sulloway 1982) have
conferred to these islands a worldwide, everlasting allure. Citing the uniqueness of species and the
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high degree of ecosystem preservation, UNESCO designated the Galápagos a World Heritage Site in
1978. Forty years later, however, growth of tourism, immigration, and invasive species has affected
local ecosystems and species in alarming ways. In 2007, UNESCO responded by adding the Galápagos
to the list of World Heritage Sites in Danger. During the past two decades, the annual number
of tourists has increased more than four-fold, with current estimates surpassing the 200,000 mark
(Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Censos 2017). With more goods and people moving from the
continent, new species also have come to the islands, and a minority of them has become invasive.
Ecologists estimate that invasive species constitute the single most serious threat to the Galápagos’
ecosystems (Atkinson et al. 2012). Due to the islands’ remoteness, the Galápagos’ endemic species
have evolved with inadequate defense mechanisms from mainland species. Some newly arrived
species have proved superior to endemic species, both physiologically (in matters of nutrition and
growth rate) and ecologically (through competition and distribution), and have thrived in their new
habitat. Currently, the number of introduced vascular plants has surpassed endemic ones: 748 vs.
~500 (Tye 2006).
These figures reflect worrisome global trends. Invasive species pose the greatest threat to terrestrial
ecosystems worldwide (Charles and Dukes 2008). Consequently, 60% of all endemic plants are listed as
endangered by the International Union of Conservation of Nature (IUCN). Islands are the unfortunate
loci for this story, both in the past and in its current acceleration. Islands represent 5% of the Earth’s land
mass, but they have been the site of 80% of the known extinctions since 1500 (Island Conservation 2017).
Islands are also expected to be the hardest hit according to estimates indicating the exponential increase
of the global extinction rate (Ceballos et al. 2015; Island Conservation 2017). Introducing concepts
such as the “homogocene,” ecologists have decried the increasingly less diverse biota as a sign of the
dulling of nature’s vibrancy (Olden et al. 2018). As part of the ever-expanding human footprint on our
planet, species that humans introduce and take over (or those that we fail to keep alive) add to the
Anthropocene argument: humans have become the main actor of ecological change.
Because of its rocky terrain and isolation, the Galápagos’ tally of species, what ecologists call
“biodiversity richness,” is lower than in lush continental ecosystems such as the Amazon. Yet these
same features have allowed the unfolding of distinct evolutionary lines on the archipelago. What is
remarkable about the Galápagos’ biodiversity, then, is its uniqueness rather than abundance. In
such a context of distilled ecological scarcity, each species counts. And, conversely, the threat of
extinction to each species matters a great deal, too. To prevent extinction, the park and other
conservation organizations have in recent years doubled down on projects protecting “pristine
nature” from the local people. In one project, dedicated to cataloguing endemic flora, Celia learned
the name and characteristics of many endemic plants while working for the Charles Darwin
Foundation, the Galápagos’ largest scientific research organization. But, at the end of the project,
she found herself dissatisfied with its conservation approach, which left little room for the local
population’s involvement.
She quit and started her own business creating “endemic gardens.” Her company is unique
on the islands, and she is immensely proud of it. Private owners and government building
directors who request her service have done so largely as green branding, indicating their support
of conservation-minded projects that protect the islands’ fragile ecosystems. Through her business,
Celia values those plants beyond their worth in the Galápagos’ tourist economy. Learning about plants
gave her an appreciation of the local ecosystems and a motivation to respond directly to their profound
changes, without depending on conservation projects. Yet, above all, through her job Celia makes sure
to be a good Witness.
4. Back to the Field
“Look at this plant,” she said that day in El Mirador. Talkative and outgoing, Celia was teaching
me about shrubs and flowers, native and invasive, that we encountered in the semi-arid terrain.
I quickly learned that the causes of ecological degradation went beyond urbanization. While walking,
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on the Galápagos’ ecosystems, invasive species such as Lantana also amplify anthropogenic change:
they reduce the abundance of endemic plants and adversely affect the nesting habit of endangered
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avian species endemic to the Galápagos, such as the dark-rumped petrel (Rentería Bustamante and
Ellison 2004). In El Mirador, the newly denuded terrain was accelerating the spread of Lantana. But,
with or without the “help” of urbanization, Lantana’s spread was impossible to stop. Celia saw this
as a sign of the accelerating degeneration of the human and natural fabric of the Earth—the end
of the world. Aware that she could not reverse its course, she was nevertheless busy collecting the
imperiled endemic plants. By uprooting cacti, she was determined to give them a second chance in
a new home elsewhere: “When the paradise comes, these plants will be already there.” Her vision
of a terrestrial paradise colors her hopeful anticipation of the future and governs her actions in the
present. As much as she could, she salvages plants that the establishment of the paradise will glorify
through its ecological restitution (see Figure 4). “You need to work towards the paradise,” she told me
with conviction. She smiled as she declared, “I’m planting the seeds of the future” (“estoy sembrando las
semillas
del futuro”).
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A more positive and Earth-centered vision of the future is not the exclusive prerogative of the
Jehovah’s Witnesses on the Galápagos. Christian feminist and eco-theologians have articulated
eschatological interpretations aimed to “correct [the] tendency to discount this life on Earth in favor
of an afterlife” (Keller 2007, p. 13; see also Mercer 2017). Seeking concrete responses to urgent issues
such as gender, indigenous, and nature’s rights abuses, these theological currents have refused a
reading of the end of time as damning or as justifying detachment. Rossing, notably, expands on the
usual translation of eschathos (“end”) to signify “brink” and “edge” and asserts that the Anthropocene
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An exception among Christian millenarian denominations, though consistent with early Christian
eschatology (Wright 2008), the Jehovah’s Witnesses believe that the paradise will be on earth. Celia had
in mind, and was acting towards, that form of terrestrial restoration that her religion promises.
Informed by this belief, Celia salvages endangered species to prepare for divine restoration. To be sure,
her botanical knowledge and field experience shape her determination to save each individual endemic
plant from the threats of urbanization and invasive species. However, her justification is ultimately
religious; in fact, her passion for rescuing endemic plants articulates her religious beliefs. The promise
of a terrestrial restoration by divine intervention motivates local Jehovah’s Witness members like Celia
to “plant the seeds” of that future. While Celia registers environmental degradation as a sign of the
impending end of the world, her work is a form of, in her words, “acting towards” the terrestrial
restoration that the paradise will realize.
Religious scholars have often interpreted millenarian beliefs such as Celia’s as leading to uninterest
in the mundane aspects of life. Crucial in this widespread interpretation of Christian millenarian
eschatology is its marked pessimistic register (Johns 2016). In the case of the Jehovah’s Witnesses,
however, whereas their reading of the current human and natural affairs is negative, it is dispassionate
but does not lead to pessimism. Rather, it confirms that their religious understanding is correct. Further,
if applied on the Galápagos, the conventional theory misses the crucial role of the terrestrial paradise
in the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ understanding of, and intervention in, the present state of the affairs.
Not simply eschewing pessimism, Celia and other Jehovah’s Witnesses cultivate modes of religious
ecological hope. Continuing to work, Celia went on with our conversation: “Remember Psalms 37,
that we will inherit the Earth forever.3 “Everything will turn back to its original place, humans and
animals,” she continued. “And the introduced species?” I asked. She replied calmly, “Everything will
return to its natural state, as Isaiah says” (“The wolf and the lamb shall feed together, and the lion shall
eat straw like the bullock: and dust shall be the serpent’s meat. They shall not hurt nor destroy in all
my holy mountain” 65, 25).
5. Eschatology, Now
In his analysis of the Jehovah’s Witnesses, sociologist Andrew Holden contends that “the belief
in the imminence of the end of time as we know it prevents [the Jehovah’s Witnesses] from making
advanced plans for the future” (Holden 2002, p. 98). Thus, pessimism about the present state of affairs
precludes believers from either fully participating in the present or planning for a secular, near-term
future, keeping instead their focus on the post-apocalyptic domain. “The Witnesses,” continues
Holden, “are prevented by their own doctrine from romanticizing the past and the present, but they
do romanticize the future” (Holden 2002, p. 36). However, this position fails to understand that,
for Jehovah’s Witnesses such as Celia, the “end of time” in fact blends into a vision of a restored future
that calls for action, participation, and responsibility in the present. The “end of time” of Revelation is
not an end in absolute terms, but a threshold that marks the end of time as a finite domain. In this
essay, I have taken the latter observation a step further and asked how these “romanticized” visions of
the future inform today’s awareness of, and actions within, a changing environment.
A more positive and Earth-centered vision of the future is not the exclusive prerogative of
the Jehovah’s Witnesses on the Galápagos. Christian feminist and eco-theologians have articulated
eschatological interpretations aimed to “correct [the] tendency to discount this life on Earth in favor
of an afterlife” (Keller 2007, p. 13; see also Mercer 2017). Seeking concrete responses to urgent issues
such as gender, indigenous, and nature’s rights abuses, these theological currents have refused a
reading of the end of time as damning or as justifying detachment. Rossing, notably, expands on the
usual translation of eschathos (“end”) to signify “brink” and “edge” and asserts that the Anthropocene

3

“The righteous shall inherit the land, and dwell therein forever.” The end of the world will in fact be the beginning of a new
one.” Psalms 37:29.
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constitutes an instantiation of eschatos, or edge, for humanity and the Earth. With this premise, Rossing
resists what she calls “escapist eschatological thinking” (termed “heavenism” by Habel and Balabanski
2002), which focuses only on the afterlife. Instead, she argues that eschatology matters because it
“gives people a sense of hope for the future” (Rossing 2017, p. 328). Similarly, Mercer reflects on the
etymology of witnessing (martyria) as “both accompaniment and acknowledgment” as the practice
that “can produce the possibility of change” (Mercer 2017, p. 288). Lastly, Keller aims to reclaim
eschatological hope from the strictures of “a nature-transcending and patriarchal God” (Keller 2015,
p. 11) and insists on the not-yet-known possibilities that arise from relating with others, which she
calls “apophatic entanglement” (Keller 2014, p. 7; see also Bauman 2015).
Yet it is this very longing for the future, optimistic though it may be, that is often confined to the
realms of possibility and can thus cultivate a sense of detachment for the present. For Celia, rather,
the promise of a restored Earth in the future reverberates back in time, to the present. Theological
proposals for an optimistic eschatology often fall short of articulating the possibility for actions in the
here and now. Instead, the future for Celia operates as responsibility as well as a template for action.
I draw on the practical commitment of feminist theology that reclaims experience as a theologically
relevant domain (Mercer 2017; Radford 2017; Jenkins 2013; Ruether 1996) to challenge intellectualist
approaches that absolve religiosity from taking responsibility in the present. Further, I let ethnographic
sensibility inform my analysis to arrive at the understanding of Celia’s practice as a form of worldand faith-making: she participates in the urban landscape as well as in the Jehovah’s Witness theology.
6. Conclusions: Continuous Time
Back at her shop, we carefully removed the cactuses and placed them in small plastic bags with
fresh soil (see Figure 5). We then arranged them among other endemic plants that Celia and Luisa
had previously collected: Scalesia affinis, Lecocarpus de Darwin, and Lantana peduncularis. For both of
us, the thoughts that our discussion about the paradise had incited still lingered. “Sometimes,” she
finally said, breaking that full, absorbed silence, “I think about Santa Cruz, how it will be then [during
the terrestrial paradise]. I imagine rivers flowing, the vegetation abundant and lush, the mangroves
covering all the shores . . . ” During the last three decades, her city, Puerto Ayora, has used all the sand
and gravel along the bay for construction. The small beach and the mangroves have vanished as a result.
Instead, the shoreline is covered by hotels and restaurants. Though occluding the vista, those buildings
are transparent signs of something else: to Celia and other Jehovah’s Witnesses, they confirm the
entwinement of human and ecological degradation. With the paradise, the mangroves and the rich
habitats they sustain will return and flourish again. Her mention of rivers flowing was more puzzling.
Santa Cruz, which is of basaltic lithic formation, does not have permanent streams or creeks—how
could rivers flow? Celia later explained her vision: over continuous time, the rainwater will build
reservoirs in the uplands, which will stream downhill and carve novel, permanent watercourses.
Time, then, will continue to flow, as the paradise will announce itself by establishing a terrestrial
restoration. As scholars of the Anthropocene argue, the end of the secular time is in fact a critical edge,
which invites response rather than despair.
With her charisma, Celia has convinced other Jehovah’s Witness members to do similar work.
They give Celia endangered plants from amidst the crops on their farms, or they join Celia in her shop
after work, as I did that day. Further, Celia’s commitment was contagious, and it touched my thinking
too. Indeed, the significance of Jehovah’s Witnesses’ environmentalism extends beyond not only Celia
but also the Galápagos. The secular world had long dismissed religious preoccupations about the end
of the world as an issue of marginal significance (Waddell 2014); today, the current planetary ecological
crisis has renewed similar sentiments (Masco 2016). What would it mean for activists, anthropologists,
ecologists, and religious scholars to take the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ future-oriented action seriously in
thinking about the Anthropocene? If the presented case of Celia and her friends may not be important
numerically, I discuss it in this essay for its relevance in provoking this question.

Excluding local residents and alternative interpretations of the ecological crisis informed by their
religious views deprives conservation on the Galápagos of a potent ally. Additionally, if scholars are
thinking with the Anthropocene to ultimately dismantle the human/nature divide (Chakrabarty
2016), part of this project must also challenge the sacred/secular dichotomy—which confines the
sacred to the subaltern pole (Bubandt 2018). If, as many have noted, the crisis of the Anthropocene is
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thus recalibrating the decidedly Western understanding of the Anthropocene. Reasons for this latter
This research received no external funding.
moveFunding:
are both
practical and theoretical. There is growing evidence that the most vulnerable suffer
the most from climate change and will continue to do so with the exacerbation of the environmental
crisis. In the Anthropocene’s optics, concerns about dystopian ecological futures are more than ever
pervasive and justified. And yet, such concerns have often reinforced conservation approaches based
on expert-driven knowledge that tend to exclude the involvement of local populations (Crist 2013).
Excluding local residents and alternative interpretations of the ecological crisis informed by their
religious views deprives conservation on the Galápagos of a potent ally. Additionally, if scholars are
thinking with the Anthropocene to ultimately dismantle the human/nature divide (Chakrabarty 2016),
part of this project must also challenge the sacred/secular dichotomy—which confines the sacred to
the subaltern pole (Bubandt 2018). If, as many have noted, the crisis of the Anthropocene is a narrative
crisis (Rossing 2017, p. 328; see also Ghosh 2016), then we need as many resources and stories to
address it.
On the Galápagos, the ecological care that local Jehovah’s Witnesses enact offers an alternative to
the conservationists’ approach to current ecological degradation. By presenting subjects that, practically
and intellectually, are usually absent in the discourse of the Anthropocene, this essay demonstrates
that responses to ecological crises do not univocally lead to apolitical, large-scale, scientific models
of worrisome futures and increased reliance on technological solutions. Instead, Jehovah’s Witnesses
are responding to ecological changes with actions that are gendered, collective, and committed to
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the well-being of other species; these actions renew, rather than relinquish, ethical commitments and
practical responses vis-à-vis troubled ecological times.
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